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In the paper [Sl], we showed that if A is an afline normal domain of 
dimension d< 3 over a universal domain, with only isolated singularities, 
then there exist indecomposable projective A-modules of rank d if (and 
only if) the Chow group of zero cycles of A is non-zero. More generally, let 
A be an affne normal domain of dimension d 2 2 over a universal domain, 
such that there is a projective variety X containing Spec A as an open sub- 
set, with Xsing (the singular locus) contained in Spec A (this forces Spec A 
to have isolated singularities). If the Chow group of zero cycles of A is non- 
zero then there exist projective A-modules P of rank d which cannot be 
expressed as Q @ L with L E Pit A. Even assuming Spec A is smooth, the 
existence of a smooth compactification X uses the theorem of resolution of 
singularities, i.e., is known only in characteristic 0 (or if d < 3). 
In this paper, we indicate how to modify the proof in [Sl] to prove the 
following stronger result, valid in any characteristic. 
THEOREM. Let A be an afjine normal domuin of dimension d> 2 over a 
universul domain. Suppose thut the Chow group of zero cycles of A is non- 
zero. Then there exist (uncountably many) projective A-modules P of rank d 
which cannot be expressed as Q @ L with L E Pit A. 
We recall the definition of the Chow group of zero cycles used here (this 
coincides with the Chow group of Fulton [F] for smooth A), as follows: 
for any variety X regular in codimension 1, we let A,(X) = Z,(X)/R(X), 
where Z,(X) is the free abelian group on the smooth points X- Xslng, and 
R(X) is the subgroup generated by cycles of the form (f )c, where Cc X is 
a curve, Cn Xsing = 0, fEk(C)*. If F,&(X) is the subgroup of the 
Grothendieck group of vector bundles generated by the classes of smooth 
points, there is a surjection A,(X) + F,&(X) with kernel annihilated by 
(d- 1) !, provided X is quasi-projective, by a result of Levine [L]. Levine’s 
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result follows from his theory of Chern classes (where, in particular, C, 
takes values in A,(X), as defined above, d = dim X) and a Riemann-Roth 
theorem. Thus FOKO(A)#OoA,,(A) #O (we often write A instead of Spec 
A, to simplify notation), since both groups are known to be divisible. 
By a recent result of Murthy [M], if P is a projective module of rank 
d = dim A over an affine domain A over an algebraically closed field, then 
C,(P) = 0 CJ P Y Q @ A; i.e., P has a nowhere vanishing section. Hence the 
converse of our theorem holds. 
1. FWWF OF THE THEOREM 
The proof in [Sl] was based on the following calculation. Let P be a 
projective A-module of rank d with C,(P) = 0 for i< d, and suppose 
PrQ@L with LfPic A. Then Ci(Q)==(-l)iC,(L)i, and Cd(P)= 
(- I)“-‘C,(L)‘. Hence if P is projective of rank d=dim A with C,(P) =0 
for i < d, such that C,(P) # ( - 1 )d- ’ C,(L)d for any L E Pit A, then P can- 
not be expressed as Q @ L for any L E Pit A. Given any class 6 E A,(A), 
there exists a projective module P of rank d with C,(P) = 0 for i-c d, 
C,(P) = 6 (see [Sl, Section 3], for example). Hence it suffices to prove that 
the map of sets Pit A -+ A,(A), given by Lt-+ (- l)“p’C,(L)‘, is not surjec- 
tive; equivalently, L H C1 (L)” is not surjective. 
Let X= Spec A, Y 3 X a normal projective variety, U= Y - Ysing , 
2 = Y - X the “divisor at infinity,” and V= U u 2 (Y is only a construc- 
tible set, in general). There is a natural surjection f: A,(Y) * A,(X). 
Define an equivalence relation Won O-cycles on Y (i.e., on the free abelian 
group Z,(Y) on the points of U) by A - ,+,Bof[A] =f[B] in A,(X). 
Then the group A,W( Y) of equivalence classes is just A,(X). 
There are natural maps (of sets) 
II/ ,,.:Sm(u)xSn(U),Z,(Y) 
Jt, : Srn( U) -+ Zd Y) 
which induce maps 
cp m, n :Y( U) x P(U) ---) A,W( Y), 
qlm:S"(U)+A(y(Y). 
Let L, n = cp,, n -l (0), r,,, = cp;‘(O). We recall some terminology of Roitman 
(see [Sl I): a subset of an algebraic variety over a universal domain is 
c-closed if it is a countable union of closed subsets, and is c-locally closed 
if it is a countable union of locally closed subsets. 
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LEMMA 1. T,,,, !, I-, are c-locally closed in S”‘(U) x y(U) and S”‘(U), 
respectively 
(i.e., W is an admissible equivalence relation in the sense of [St, 
Section 1 ] ). 
Proof. Let S”(V) c Sn( Y) be the subset of cycles supported on 
V=Zu U. Define 
A;(Y)= 
Free abelian group on points of V 
( oc ]f~ k(C)*, Cc V a complete curve) 
If Z,(Z) is the free abelian group on the points of Z, then there is clearly a 
presentation 
Z,(Z) + A;( Y) -% Ar( Y) -+ 0. 
(*I 
We also have maps 
0 m, n : Sm( V) x S”(V) + A;( Y) 
o,:S”(V)+A,N(Y) 
such that ~m,,,=ao0,,.,cp,=a~8,,. From this and the presentation (*), 
we see that it suffices to prove: 
Claim. 0;:(O) is a c-locally closed set in 
sy Y) x sy Y). 
Note that since the relations in A[( Y) are given by complete curves, there 
is a well-defined degree map A[( Y) + Z, and so 8; l(O), e;,‘,,(O) for m # n 
are empty. 
The claim is proved by the usual Chow variety argument; we leave it to 
the reader to make the necessary minor changes in the proof of Lemma 
(1.1) of [S2]. 
Since W is an admissible equivalence relation in the sense of [Sl, 
Section 11, we can define the invariants d,, j,, n, > 0 of Proposition (1.2) 
of lot. cit. Thus if m + n 3 n,, and we set d,,, n = (m + n) dw+jw, and 
d,,,=md,+j, for man,, let W,,.= dim Sm( U) x S”( U) - d,,,, n, 
W,,, = dim Sm( U) - d,. Then for all points x in some non-empty open sub- 
set of Sm( U) x Sn( U), the dimension of any irreducible component of the 
c-closure of cp;,‘,(cp,, Jx)) is precisely W,,,., and W, has a similar inter- 
pretation relative to (Pi. 
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Since Z = Y - X is the complement of an alline open set, and the cycles 
supported on Z are trivial in AoW( Y), and also generate the Albanese 
variety of Y, we can slightly modify the proof of Lemma (1.5) of [Sl ] to 
yield: 
LEMMA 2. A,!jr’(Y)#Ood,>2. 
Next, we consider the following situation. Let T be a possibly reducible 
variety, and let 2 E Pic(Xx T). There is a map of sets g: T + AOW( Y) given 
by g(t)=C,(3r)d, where 3,=dPlxXjrJ (and A,W(Y)=A,(X)). 
LEMMA 3. There is a stratification T,c T, c . . c T,,= T, where 
p=dim T, where T,-TipI is a possibly reducible variety of dimension i, 
such that there are morphisms 
h;: T,-T,+, -+Sm$U) 
satisfying qm, 0 hi = g 1 r,p r,p , (thus, g can be stratified by regular maps in 
the sense of [Sl, Section 11). 
Proof: We work by induction on p = dim T. First assume T is 
irreducible, with function field K. If X = Spec A, let X, = Spec(A Ok K), 
and let &E Pit X, be the line bundle obtained from 3. We can find 
d= dim X divisors of sections D,, . . . . D, of TK on X, such that all the 
intersections Di, n . . . n Di, are proper, and D, n . . . n D, is a O-cycle on 
X, supported on X, - (XK)s,ng. Then the class of this O-cycle in A,(X,) 
represents C, ( yK)“. 
There is a non-empty open subset T’ c T such that if 0: is the closure of 
Di in Xx T’, then 0: is the divisor of a section of 9’ = 9 lxx T’, all the 
intersections D:, n . . . n D:, are proper, 0; n ... n 0; is supported on 
(X- Xsino) x T, and finally I: 0; n . . . n D& +’ T is a finite, flat morphism, 
say of degree m. Then t + l-‘(t) gives a morphism h’: 7” + S”‘(U) such that 
cPmh’=glr. 
Now if T is reducible of dimension p, each irreducible component T(i) of 
dimension p has a non-empty open subset T’(i), such that there is a 
morphism h”‘: T’(i) + Sm(U) with cp, h(u) =gl r(rj (we may take m 
independent of i, since if A E Sn(Z n U), h: T’ -+ Sm( U), and 
h,: T’-+S”+” ( U) is obtained by adding the constant map T -+ {A }, then 
cPmoh= vm+no hA). Shrinking T’(i) if necessary, we may assume 
T’(i) n T - T(i) = 4 (the overbar denotes Zariski closure). Then 
T p _ i = T- UT’(i) is a closed subset of T of dimension <p - 1, so by 
induction has a stratification TO c T c . . . c Tp _ , with the desired proper- 
ties; now T,, c T, c . . . c T,- i c T, is the desired stratification of T. 
Let CZ(X) denote the divisor class group of the normal (aftine) variety X. 
If XO=X-Xslng, then Cf( X) E Pit X,. 
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LEMMA 4. Let T be a variety, 9 E Pic(X,, x T), and let g: T -+ Pit X0 z 
Cl(X) be the induced map (of sets). Let 
Then R is a finite union of subsets Ri such that each R, is a smooth variety, 
locally closed in T, and there exist line bundles SC: E Pic( X x R,) such that 
% I A’,) x R, g =!? I X,, x R, 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on dim T. Without loss of generality 
we may assume T is smooth and atine, since in any case T is a finite union 
of smooth affine varieties which are locally closed subsets. Extend 9’ to a 
reflexive sheaf 9 on Xx T (first extend 9 to a coherent sheaf 9 on XX T, 
and replace F by ((S)*)*, where * denotes the dual &%m( -, fix x T)). 
Then 9 is a divisorial sheaf; i.e., F is a torsion free rank 1 sheaf of Ox!xx T-
modules satisfying Serre’s condition S, (i.e., the stalk of 9 at any point of 
dimension 22 has depth 32). 
Let dim T= r; then we claim that for some non-empty open subset 
TCT,P:l,.. satisfies the stronger condition S,, 2 of Serre (i.e., the depth 
of the stalk FY is >r + 2 at any x E Xx T’ of dimension 3r + 2); this 
automatically implies the conditions S, for i < r + 2. Given this claim, we 
see that for any t E T, e = 4 j xx (,) is a divisorial sheaf. Hence 
tERnT’o%EPicX. 
To prove the claim, choose a non-zero section S: Oxx T -+ F* such that 
the (Weil) divisor of zeroes D of S (defined as the subscheme of Xx T with 
ideal sheaf 9 c c?, x T via S*) contains Xsing x T. Indeed, Xx T is af%ne, 9 
is divisorial, and codim( Xs,ng x T) 2 2, so such a section exists. Then 
D - (Xring x T) is a divisor on the smooth variety X,x T, so that 
D - (Xsmg x T) is Cohen-Macaulay. So we need only verify that for some 
non-empty open set T’ c T, if D’ = D n (Xx T’), then D’ satisfies S,, 1 
along Xsing x T’. 
Let K be the function field of T, X,=Xx Spec K, D, c X, the 
corresponding Weil divisor, E, = (Xs,ng)K c D,. Now D, satisfies the con- 
dition S,, and all components of E, have codimension 3 1 in D,. Since 
X,, hence D,, are afline, we can find an effective Cartier divisor F, on D, 
such that E,c F,. Then there exists a non-empty open subset T’ c T such 
that if D’ = D n (XX T’), E’ = Xsing x T’, and if F is the closure of F,, then 
(1) Fc D’ is a Cartier divisor (in particular its ideal is locally generated by 
a non-zero divisor), (2) E’c F, and (3) F-+ T’ is flat (use the lemma of 
generic flatness). Since T’ is smooth of dimension r, F satisfies the con- 
dition S,, and hence by (l), D’ satisfies S,, , along F, and in particular (by 
(2)) along E’. Since D’ - E’ is Cohen-Macaulay, D’ satisfies S,, , 
everywhere, and so 9’ = 9 lxx T’ satisfies S, + z, as claimed. 
Let R’ c Xx T’ be defined by R’ = {x E Xx T’ jcFY is free over CO,, ,Y x r }. If 
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.x~Xx{f), with JET, and 9’f=F/1xx(tj, then F.r is @~,xx~-free (of 
rank 1) <=r (F,)i- is 0, rfree, since F,“I,, (F,), are divisorial modules over 
the respective local rings (use Nakayama’s lemma). Thus if p: Xx T -+ T’ is 
the projection, then R n T’ = T’ -p(X x T’ - R’). Now R’ is the com- 
plement in Xx T’ of the union of the supports of the kernel and cokernel of 
the evaluation map 9’0 (9’)* --, I”,, T’, so that R’ c Xx T’ is open. 
Hence R n T’ is constructible. Hence R II T can be expressed as a finite 
union of smooth varieties R(i) which are locally closed in T’. Clearly 
Now R=(Rn T’)LJ(Rn(T- T)), and T-T’ is a finite union ofclosed 
subvarieties of T of strictly smaller dimension. Hence the induction 
hypothesis applies to R n (T- T’). The lemma follows at once. 
Since the localisation map CZ( Y) + U(X) is onto, to prove a “bounded- 
ness” statement for Cl(X), it suffices to prove one for Cl( Y). We state 
below a result on the class group of a normal projective variety which we 
will prove in the next section; this result may be of some independent 
interest. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let Y he a normal, projective variety over an 
algebraically closed $eld k, U= Y - Ysing, so that Ct( Y) z Pit U. There 
exists an abelian variety A/k, toget~ler with a ~~Poincare bundle” 
YE Pic{A x CT) such that if rp: A(k) -+ Pit U = Cf( Y) is the induced map, 
then 
(1) v, is an injective homomorphism. 
(2) coker cp is finitely generated. 
COROLLARY 6. Let X be a normal affine variety over an algebraically 
closed field k. Then there exists a countable collection of smooth varieties Ri, 
together with X.E Pic( X x R,), such that tf cpi: R, -+ Pit X are the induced 
maps, then 
(1) Pit X= ~~j(Ri) 
(2) there is an integer q > 0 such that dim R, d q *for at1 i. 
Proof The coroliary follows at once from Lemma 4 and Proposition 5, 
where if A is the abelian variety given by Proposition 5, then q = dim A. 
COROLLARY 7. Let X be an affine, normal variety over an algebraically 
closed field. There is a countable set of varieties S, with dim Si < q (q as in 
Corollary 6) and morphisms g,: Si -3 S”$U) uor suitable ni) such that 
IJi ~,,~og~c A,W( Y)= A,(X) contains all classes of rhe form C,(JZ’)~ with 
9oPicX. 
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Proof This follows from Lemma 3 and Corollary 6. 
Proof of the Theorem. Since Ar( Y) # 0, d, 2 2 by Lemma 2, so that we 
can choose n B n, so that d,, = n. d, +j,> q, where q is as in Corollary 7. 
Let L = { C,(9)dl 9 E Pie X} A,W( Y). We claim that qrt(S”( U)) Ct L. 
Let f c Sn( U) x II, S, be defined by r= {(A, x)1 q,(A) = h(x)}, where S, 
are as in Corollary 7, and h 1 s, = cpII, 0g,. If cp,(S”( U)) c L, then f -++ Sn( U) 
under projection. By definition of the numbers d,,, W, there is a non-empty 
open set U, c Sn( U) such that all components of q; ‘(q,(x)) have 
dimension d W,,, if XEU,. If T,,=rn(Uu,xLIiS,), then all libres of 
r,, + II, S, have dimension < W,,, so all components of I-, have dimension 
d W,, + q. Hence dim U,, = dim Sn( U) < W, + q; i.e., q > dim Sn( U) - W,, = 
d,, = n . d, +j,, contradicting the choice of n. 
2. THE DIVISOR CLASS GROUP OF A NORMAL PROJECTIVE VARIETY 
In this section we prove Proposition 5. Let A = PicO(Alb Y) and 
& E Pic(A x Alb Y) the Poincare bundle. If f: U -+ Alb Y is the morphism 
determined by the universal rational map Y+ Alb Y, then let 
9 = (1 xf)* A E Pic(A x U). We claim (A, 9) satisfy conditions (1) and 
(2) of the proposition. 
Embed Y in some projective space, and choose a general (linear) projec- 
tion Y -+ pd- ‘. This rational map has a finite non-empty set of base points 
which are distinct, smooth points of Y. Let P--+ Y be the blow up of these 
points, and h: y + pdp ’ the resulting morphism. Then the exceptional 
divisors of 8-t Y give sections of h, so the general tibres of h are 
irreducible, smooth curves (and all tibres are connected curves). 
Let K = k( lFDd I), and let C -+ Spec K be the generic fiber of h. Then C is 
a geometrically integral smooth curve over K with a non-empty set of 
K-rational points. Hence, if J(C) is the Jacobian of C, then J(C)(K) = 
Pit’ C, the group of line bundles of degree 0 on C. The morphism of 
schemes C+ Y factors through U (since Yslng 2 FSing, and h( ysing) is a 
proper closed set in [Fpdp ‘). Thus YE Pic(A x U) gives J1’ E Pic(A, xK C), 
which we may also view as being obtained from &Z E Pic(A x Alb Y) by 
pulling back under the composite A, x K C -+ A x U + A x Alb Y. If AK is 
the line bundle on (A x Alb Y),= A,x, (Alb Y)K obtained by base 
change, then A, = Pic’(Alb Y)K = PicO((Alb Y),), and AK is the Poincare 
bundle; since &” can be viewed as obtained by pullback of AK from the 
K-morphism A,x,C+A,x, (Alb Y)K, we see that the map A,(K)-+ 
J(C)(K) is a homomorphism, induced by a homomorphism of abelian 
varieties (over K) 7: AK + J(C). 
A basic fact about this construction is that the pair (A, T) is precisely the 
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K/k - trace of the abelian variety J(C)/K, in the sense of Chow (see [Ll I). 
Indeed, (Alb Y), is precisely the K/k-image of J(C), since the universal 
property of the K/k-image is easily seen to be equivalent, in the given 
situation, to the universal property of the Albanese map. Further there are 
dualities, between the K/k-trace and image, on the one hand, and between 
an abelian variety and its Picard variety (see lot. cit. for details). In par- 
ticular, by a property of the K/k-trace, the map A(k) -+ A J K) +T J(C)(K) 
is injective. Further, the Mordell-Weil theorem for abelian varieties over 
function fields ([L2, Chapter 61) states that the cokernel of this composite 
is finitely generated. 
The homomorphism A(k) -+ Pit C factors as .4(k) + Pit U + Pit 0 -+ 
Pit C, where 8 = y - yslng is the blow up of U at a finite set of points. 
Hence .4(k) + Pit U = CI( Y) is injective; also Pit U -+ Pit 8 is injective. 
Hence the proposition follows from the claim that ker(Pic 8- Pit C) is 
finitely generated. This follows immediately from Pit 0 = C’I( P), and the 
facts that (i) Pit P”- ’ = C/P”- i = Z and (ii) there are only a finite number 
of irreducible divisors Z c PJm ’ whose inverse image in P is irreducible. 
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